
 

 

 



BELOW IS A CHART OF THE ADDITIONAL EQUIPMENT/ADAPTORS NECESSARY TO ENABLE 
  COMPUTER CONTROL AND/OR ALL FEATURES OF SCANCAT SCANNING SYSTEM OR COPYCAT TNC 

CONTROL 
 ***PLEASE NOTE THAT SOME RADIOS DO NOT HAVE SQUELCH DETECT FACILITIES AVAILABLE*** 

        REFER TO YOUR OWNERS MANUAL FOR A MORE DETAILED DESCRIPTION 
+-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------+ 
¦                     THE FOLLOWING CHART IS TO BE USED FOR  S C A N C A T               
¦ 
+-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------¦ 
¦           ¦Manufacturer's ¦ Squelch Detect Cable¦ Spectrum Analysis ¦PART NUMBER  ¦ 
¦RADIO  TYPE¦Interface Req. ¦ Optional from C.A.T.¦  and Squelch Stop ¦    OF       ¦ 
¦           ¦ $99-$299.00   ¦      $24.95         ¦    Available ???  ¦CAT ADAPTOR  ¦ 
+-----------+---------------+---------------------+-------------------+-------------¦ 
¦ AOR-3000  ¦  NONE         ¦    NONE REQUIRED    ¦   YES             ¦  NA         ¦ 
¦ AOR3000(A)¦  NONE         ¦    NONE REQUIRED    ¦   YES             ¦  NA         ¦ 
¦ AOR-3030  ¦  NONE         ¦    NONE REQUIRED    ¦   YES             ¦  NA         ¦ 
¦ AOR-8000  ¦INTEFACE REQIRD¦    NONE REQUIRED    ¦   YES             ¦  NA         ¦ 
+-----------+---------------+---------------------+-------------------+-------------¦ 
¦ ICOM RCVRS¦ CT-17         ¦    CAT-ICOM         ¦  YES - ONLY WITH  ¦  CAT-ICOM   ¦ 
¦           ¦               ¦                     ¦SQUELCH DETECT CBL.¦             ¦ 
¦ ----------¦ ------------- ¦ ------------------- ¦ ----------------- ¦ ----------- ¦ 
¦ICOM TRCVRS¦ CT-17         ¦    NOT AVAILABLE    ¦NOT ON TRANSCEIVERS¦     NA      ¦ 
+-----------+---------------+---------------------+-------------------+-------------¦ 
¦ JRC-Japan ¦               ¦                     ¦                   ¦             ¦ 
¦  NRD-525  ¦ Special Cable ¦    NONE  REQUIRED   ¦     NO            ¦   NA        ¦ 
¦  NRD-535  ¦ Special Cable ¦    NONE  REQUIRED   ¦     YES           ¦ CAT-535     ¦ 
+-----------+---------------+---------------------+-------------------+-------------¦ 
¦           ¦               ¦                     ¦STOP ON SIG/SQUELCH¦             ¦ 
¦ Kenwood   ¦ IF-232C       ¦    NONE REQUIRED    ¦  ONLY FOR MODELS  ¦   NA        ¦ 
¦  all      ¦               ¦                     ¦  TS-450/850/950   ¦             ¦ 
+-----------+---------------+---------------------+-------------------+-------------¦ 
¦ YAESU     ¦ ALL REQUIRE   ¦   CAT-YAESU         ¦ REQUIRES SQUELCH  ¦ CAT-YAESU   ¦ 
¦frg9600    ¦ FIF-232C      ¦                     ¦     DETECT CBL    ¦             ¦ 
+-----------+---------------+---------------------+-------------------+-------------¦ 
¦ YAESU     ¦  ALL REQUIRE  ¦                     ¦     NO            ¦    NA       ¦ 
¦FRG8800/100¦   FIF-232     ¦   NONE-REQUIRED     ¦     YES           ¦    NA       ¦ 
¦FT-840/890 ¦    "   "      ¦    "     "          ¦     YES           ¦    NA       ¦ 
¦FT-747     ¦    "   "      ¦    "     "          ¦     NO            ¦    NA       ¦ 
+-----------+---------------+---------------------+-------------------+-------------¦ 
¦ Rad.Shack ¦  OS-456 BOARD ¦     NONE REQUIRED   ¦      YES          ¦ AVAILABLE   ¦ 
¦Pro-2005/6 ¦               ¦                     ¦                   ¦    FROM     ¦ 
¦           ¦               ¦                     ¦                   ¦ FROM C.A.T. ¦ 
+-----------+---------------+---------------------+-------------------+-------------¦ 
¦ HF150 LOWE¦INTERFACE REQRD¦    NONE             ¦ DOES NOT SUPPORT  ¦             ¦ 
+-----------+---------------+---------------------+-------------------+-------------¦ 
¦WAT/JOHNSON¦               ¦                     ¦                   ¦             ¦ 
¦  WJ-10000 ¦ NOT REQUIRED  ¦    NONE REQUIRED    ¦SOFTWARE SUPPORTED ¦   N/A       ¦ 
¦-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------¦ 
¦-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------¦ 
¦ THE FOLLOWING ADAPTORS ARE NECESSARY FOR COPYCAT TO BE ABLE TO COMMUNICATE WITH   ¦ 
¦      TNC      THROUGH THE SERIAL PORT TO THE APPROPRIATE TNC/DECODER              ¦ 
+-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------¦ 
¦DECODER MDL¦ HOOK DIRECTLY TO SERIAL CABLE ¦YES/NO¦ C.A.T. ADAPTOR # ¦ADAPTOR COST ¦ 
+-----------+-------------------------------+------+------------------+-------------¦ 
¦M7000 UNIVL¦WITH CAT-7000 & SERIAL CABLE   ¦ NO   ¦ CAT-7000         ¦   $24.95    ¦ 
¦M8000 UNIV ¦WITH CAT-8000 & SERIAL CABLE   ¦ NO   ¦ CAT-8000         ¦   $24.95    ¦ 
¦PK-232(AEA)¦USES STANDARD SERIAL CABLE ONLY¦ YES  ¦    N/A           ¦     N/A     ¦ 
¦MFJ-1278   ¦USES STANDARD SERIAL CABLE ONLY¦ YES  ¦    N/A           ¦     N/A     ¦ 
+-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------+ 



SCANCAT & SCANCAT-GOLD 
 
Computer contol of almost ALL major brands of receivers and tranceivers. Brands 
supported include AOR, ICOM, KENWOOD, JRC, YAESU, REALISTIC’s PRO-
200/5/6 (Additional interface required, not supplied). SCANCAT supports ALL 
radios from within ONE program. This means with a simple menu choice, you can 
easily select several radios. SCANCAT permits you to scan between two 
frequencies, create and scan diskfiles.  You can search for new frequencies and 
log to files. With radios that support squelch detect , you can do a spectrum 
analysis WHILE you are scanning and listening. SCANCAT uses a POP-UP 
menuing interface and is extremely user friendly. Our most often received 
comment is that “it is the easiest of all the programs I’ve used” In addition, 
SCANCAT-GOLD has several enhancements such as D-Base import ability, 
multiple (15) scanning bands, and the ability to scan 2 Icom radios 
simultaneously. Plus with OS456 (for PRO-2006) decode CTCSS/DCS codes.   

 

A fully operational DEMO is available for $5.00 PPD. The cost of the demo will be 
applied to your purchase of either  

SCANCAT or SCANCAT- GOLD. 
SCANCAT-GOLD  DEMO                         $5.00      (ppd) 
SCANCAT  6.0                                           $69.95  + S & H 
SCANCAT-GOLD                                        $94.95  + S & H 



COPYCAT-PRO  - TERMINAL CONTROL PROGRAM  
for 

M-7000 M-8000 PK-232  MFJ-1278 
COPYCAT-PRO AVAILABLE  AUGUST, 1995 

FINALLY !  A computer control program for the M-7000 and M-8000 data decoder.  
Universal’s M-7000 & M-8000 are notorious for their unfriendly “button pads”. Let 
COPYCAT free you forever from remembering all those buttons and keys!  
COPYCAT does it all for you. Simple PULL-DOWN menus control all functions. 
No more looking through complicated manuals or searching for which  button 
does what function. ALL commands are in PLAIN ENGLISH.  Plus, COPYCAT 
has a fully editable text buffer, with cut, paste and print. Save or load  your text 
buffer to files as well. COPYCAT has 20 programmable MACROS  to fully 
automate complex functions and much, much more.COPYCAT supports all TNC’s 
within this ONE program. Simply select your unit from COPYCAT’S easy to use 
menu and  ...... GO !  

 
 

 
P L U S  

NEW! - Now even better than before. We have improved an already successful 
program and added many new features. With COPYCAT PRO, you can  control 
your RADIO as well as your TNC. All within this ONE program.  Plus easier 
“PLAIN ENGLISH” Macro control. FASTER, pop-up menus support sending 
frequency and mode information to your radio, AND simultaneously changing the 
TNC mode, baud shift etc. Full support for all SCANCAT frequency file formats, or 
create your own. 
 

COPYCAT    $59.95                                     COPYCAT-PRO $79.95 
+ $5.00 S & H 

COPYCAT-DEMO          (Applies toward your purchase)    $ 5.00     PPD)



SCANCAT-GOLD for WINDOWS 
 
SCANCAT-GOLD for WINDOWS has MANY new features. A NEW more comprehensive manual. We also use extensive 
BETA testing before releasing  our new product. The results are a program that is USER designed. Our one program  RUNS 
ALL THE RADIOS WE SUPPORT. If you own more than one radio or purchase  another in the future, you never need to buy 
another computer control program.  
With our new GOLD for Windows there is included at no extra charge, SCANPORT, an  all purpose conversion utility that will 
read your word-processor text files, and convert them into SCANCAT frequency files ! Scanport for Windows also has several 
utilities to automatically read Percon’s Spectrum and MR.SCANNER’s CD-Roms, PLUS we now support direct importing of 
Tom Sundstrom's SCHEDULES.  SCANCAT-GOLD for windows will now let you Read AND Scan directly, D-Base, Access 
and Btrieve files. No Conversion necessary!. So, with  SCANCAT you have a built in ability to use those "really big" databases 
.... Immediately !  
PLUS all your “DOS” Scancat frequency files are still supported! 
 
SCANCAT-GOLD for WINDOWS presently supports: 
Most AOR, DRAKE, KENWOOD, ICOM,  YAESU, plus  NRD -525 & 535 Japan Radio,  LOWE HF-150 & HF250, W/J 
HF1000 -  
and OPTO ELECTRONIC’S add-on boards for PRO series Radio Shack Radios 
MORE are being added every day!, so check our website OFTEN! 
 
SCANCAT for WINDOWS supports all the DOS features you are used to PLUS   Link up to 100 personal "Preset" 
frequency BANDS for SW, aircraft etc.   including increment and mode. The most popular presets are included in   the 
program.  
Link up to 100 personal frequency FILES for SW, aircraft etc. 
SPECTRUM ANALYSIS      "Totally awsome' !. With radiios that support squlech detection or signal strength feedback to the 
computer, The Spectrum Analysis gives you a detailed view of hits and signal strengths. ALL WHILE SCANNING AND 
LISTENING! Just 'skate' your mouse over the spectrum screen to get an instant frequency readout on any point. PLUS, click 
anywhere on the spectrum graph to instantly tune your radio.  Even use it like a 'slide rule tuner' ! 
 The software system (Including on-line Help) implements a true windows style pop-up interface and is extremely user friendly. 
This is not just a 'dos program in a windows wrapper'. but an application written FOR windows. Over a Year in development, 
we have  constantly Beta-tested SCANCAT to create an easy to use and bug-free program. 
 
AND MUCH MUCH MORE! - (Too much for this small space) 
 
NEW MORE COMPREHENSIVE MANUAL. SCANCAT'S so easy to use you may never need it. You get a professionally 
bound manual of over 100 pages, indexed and cross referenced to help you find features quickly. We have added a "by radio" 
lookup for help on your specific radio's features and operation with SCANCAT. 
 
    SCANCAT has been rated the "easiest to use" in several national reviews SCANCAT's easy to use "POP-UP" interface to the 
real world makes your listening hobby a breeze. We LISTEN to our users.  SCANCAT wasn't just written by a programmer, it 
was designed by actual  USERS that beta tested and IMPROVED ON it's many features. If it wasn't  EASY, we CHANGED it 
till it WAS. NO "HIGH TECH" learning curve here.  The most often reported compliment we hear is that our program is their 
most favorite because it is so intuitive and simple to "get up and running" without the manual.   The second most popular reason 
our users give us is that SCANCAT supports virtually ALL popular radios. Plus we support ALL the radios from within  ONE 
program. No need to ever own TWO programs, just because you have more than one radio. All files created by ONE radio are 
completely compatible with any other radio you may have. EVEN the new PRO-2005/6 radios. (Of course frequency ranges 
must be compatabile) 
 

Why wait any longer......  Buy SCANCAT-GOLD for WINDOWS..... 
 

SCANCAT-GOLD for WINDOWS   $99.95 + $5.00 s&h  ($7.50 Foreign)



 

HOKA  CODE-3 

 HOKA CODE-3 GOLD 
 
 
Finally, available in the USA from a USA distibutor.  The decoder that is the 
standard of the European Continent! Many radio amateurs and SWLs are 
puzzled! Just what are all those strange signals you can hear but cannot identify 
on the Short Wave Bands? A few of them such as CW, RTTY, Packet and Amtor 
you know - but what about the many other signals? There are some well known 
CW/RTTY Decoders with limited abilities and high prices, but then there is CODE-
3.  With Code-3’s exclusive Auto Classification module, it can tell YOU what you 
are listening to. It’s up to you to make the choice, but it will be easy once you 
know more about CODE-3. CODE-3 works on any IBM compatible computer with 
MS-DOS  with at least 640 kb of RAM, and a CGA monitor.  CODE-3 havrdware 
includes a complete audio to digital FSK converter with built-in 115V ac power 
supply and RS-232 cable, ready to use. CODE-3 is the most sophisiticated 
decoder available for ANY amount of money, and the best news of all, is that it is 
available from a United States dealer.  
 Code3=GOLD has similar features as above, but supports ACARS and 
POCSAG, Plus, is a self-powered unit, making it ideal for portable applications. 
 
 
CODE-3  Ver. 5.0   (INCL. “BASIC” OPTIONS 1,2,6,8)   $595.00 +10.00 S&H 
CODE-3-GOLD   Ver. 5.0   (INCL. “BASIC” OPTIONS 1,2,6,8)   $425.00 +10.00 
S&H 

CODE-3  ALL ADDITIONAL OPTIONS  $ 199.95   

CODE-3GOLD  ALL ADDITIONAL OPTIONS  $ 199.95   

DEMO  (SLIDE SHOW) DISK  of over 90 GIF Files   $5.00    (PPD) 

FREE literature on request or check out our WEB-SITE for full details 



SQUELCH DETECT CABLES 
 
Squelch detect and scan stop features for :ICOM  and  YAESU  radios.These 
adaptor/cables connect between the ICOM YAESU radio and the  SERIAL port of 
your computer. With YAESU, the special cable replaces the existing cable that 
connects between the interface box and the radio.  The ICOM adaptor plugs 
between the computer and the CT-17 interface box.  THE INSTALLATION IS 
SIMPLE AND REQUIRES NO TOOLS OR SOLDERING. This will enable ALL the 
features that were exclusively for radios that have this feature BUILT IN, such as 
stop  on signal,  automatic unattended logging,  spectrum analysis and building 
databases of frequencies unattended from the  signal  detected on your radio. NO 
SOLDERING!  ALL YOU HAVE TO DO IS CONNECT THE CABLE BETWEEN 
THE RADIO AND THE COMPUTER).   ** NOTE**  AOR, NRD-535, Yaesu FRG-
100, ICOM R-7100 and R-9000 DO NOT require this adaptor/cable as they 
support squelch detection directly through software. 
 

 
 
 
ICOM SQUELCH DETECT CABLE             $24.95   + S & H 

YAESU SQUELCH DETECT CABLE          $24.95   + S & H



 

SPECIAL SERIAL PORT CABLE ADAPTORS 
 
These specialized adaptors were developed to convert a standard serial cable. 
Our adaptor permits a regular 25 pin serial cable to be connected to the M-7000, 
M-8000 Universal TNC, and the NRD-535 JRC radio.While the manuals for this 
equipment show you how to build your own cable, we have found that most users 
either do not  
have the technical expertise to build their own cable, or do not wish  
to spend the time and effort.  The Universal M-7000, M-8000 TNCs do  
not use a standard pin out on their serial port connector. This adaptor  
simply plugs between the cable and the Universal unit.The NRD-535 JRC can be 
computer controlled. The cable available from the factory is $65.00. With our 
adaptor, simply plug in the adaptor between the radio and the serial cable coming 
from the computer. 

 
 
 
 
CAT-7000                 Serial Adaptor for M-7000          $24.95 
CAT-8000                 Serial Adaptor  for M-8000         $24.95 

CAT-535                   Serial Adaptor for NRD-535       $24.95



DISK FULL OF FREQUENCIES 
 
 
These frequency files run the gamut of HF utility and Shortwave Broadcast to VHF 
and UHF beyond 800 Mhz.  This is literally a “Dump” of the entire frequency 
database file directory on our working computer.  There is over 3 1/2  Megabytes 
of everything you could ever want in this one Zipped File of over 100 files 
.Supplied on 3 ½ (720K disk), unless otherwise specified. 

 
ONE OF MOST POPULAR ‘ADD ON’ SALE ITEMS ! 

 
 
FAXFREQ3.FRQ  OPTO456.FRQ  440RPTR.FRQ  6MTRBEAC.FRQ  6MTRRPTR.FRQ  A3000A-1.FRQ   A3000A-2.FRQ   
AIRFORCE.FRQ   AOR2500A.FRQ  AORBNK-2.FRQ   ARQ-E3.FRQ  AUSTIN.FRQ   BBS0319.FRQ   BBS1209.FRQ 
BBSFREQS.FRQ   CB-FREQS.FRQ   CENTCELL.FRQ  CORDLESS.FRQ   ELPASO.FRQ   FHWA.FRQ  HF-AIR-A.FRQ   
HF-AIR-B.FRQ   HF-AIR-C.FRQ  HF-AIR-D.FRQ   INTERPOL.FRQ   MLTARY-A.FRQ   MLTARY-B.FRQ   MLTARY-C.FRQ   
MLTARY-D.FRQ  MYSTIC.FRQ   NASA-VHF.FRQ   NASAFREQ.FRQ   PRO2006.FRQ   ROYLNAVY.FRQ  RTTY-PRE.FRQ   
RTTYFREQ.FRQ   RTTYPRES.FRQ   RTTYSKDS.FRQ   SATCOM.FRQ  SW-SPORT.FRQ   SWED-ARQ.FRQ   TIME.FRQ    
TV-CABLE.FRQ   TVBRDCST.FRQ  UK-FREQ1.FRQ   UK-FREQ2.FRQ   UK-FREQ3.FRQ   UK-FREQ4.FRQ   UK-FREQ5.FRQ    
UK-FRQ1.FRQ   UK-FRQ2.FRQ   UK-FRQ3.FRQ   UK-TEST.FRQ   800FUZZ.FRQ   800FUZZB.FRQ   800TEST.FRQ   
AERODX.FRQ   TRUNKED.FRQ   AIRCRAFT.FRQ   AMRADIO.FRQ   800FUZZC.FRQ   AOR-AIR.FRQ   AORBANK1.FRQ   
AORBANK2.FRQ   AORBANK3.FRQ   AORBANK4.FRQ   ATLANTA1.FRQ   ATLANTA2.FRQ   BARKSDAL.FRQ   BOSSIER.FRQ  
CADDO.FRQ   CELLFONE.FRQ   DEMOCOPY.FRQ   DSRTSTRM.FRQ  FAXFREQS.FRQ   FAX_1.FRQ   FEC-A.FRQ    
HF-AIR-1.FRQ   KENLOAD1.FRQ   KENLOAD2.FRQ   KENWDFAX.FRQ   KENWOODT.FRQ   MARITIME.FRQ   MONTIMES.FRQ   
MTJAN.FRQ   MTJAN92.FRQ   NASA1991.FRQ   NONWIRE.FRQ   PCOMSWBC.FRQ   POLICE.FRQ   POLICE-
2.FRQ   RCMA0492.FRQ   SHRVPORT.FRQ   SHUTTLE.FRQ  SORT.FRQ  STATEPOL.FRQ   SWBRDCST.FRQ   
SWRT492A.FRQ   SWRT492B.FRQ   SWRT492C.FRQ   TOP-UTE.FRQ   TOP-VHF.FRQ   TOP100.FRQ   TOP20.FRQ   
TOP200.FRQ   TOP50FAX.FRQ   TOPAMRAD.FRQ   USAF-GLB.FRQ   USAF-HF3.FRQ   UTILITY.FRQ   SOMALIA.FRQ   
VHFAIR.FRQ   WIRELINE.FRQ   R7100-A.FRQ   HOKA-LOG.FRQ   HBTEST.FRQ   R7100-B.FRQ   POLICE20.FRQ   
NRD525.FRQ  
FRG100.FRQ    SPORT.FRQ   10M.FRQ  BEACN.TXT  800MHZ.TXT   AERODX.TXT  AFFREQ.TXT    
BCSTFREQ.TXT   BUG.TXT   CELL.TXT   CELLFREQ.TXT  CORDLESS.TXT   DISNEY-1.TXT   DISNEY-2.TXT   
DSRTSTRM.TXT   F000-030.TXT   FAX-RTTY.TXT   FEDFIL.TXT   FREQ.TXT   FREQ0-30.TXT   MOVIE.TXT   
MOVIE-2.TXT   NASCAR.TXT   NASCAR2.TXT   NEWYORK.TXT   SACFREQ1.TXT   SEARCHV4.TXT   SECSERV.TXT   
SHORTWAV.TXT   TTYPRESS.TXT   UHF_AIR.TXT   USAF.TXT  USNWFAX.TXT   AIR.TXT    BBS1209.TXT   
CELLULAR.TXT  DEASY.TXT   DISNEY.TXT   GOVUSA.TXT   JIMSCAN.TXT   MTJAN.TXT  NASA-VHF.TXT   
NETU31.TXT   NEWFREQS.TXT   NEWORLNS.TXT   RTTY-PRE.TXT   RTTYSKDS.TXT   SW-LIST.TXT   SW-SPORT.TXT   
SWLRT192.TXT   SWLRT_B.TXT   TIME.TXT   ATLANTA.TXT   BBS0207.TXT   DEA-FBI.TXT   ELPASO.TXT   
INTERPOL.TXT   INTRPOL2.TXT   LA.TXT    LOWBAND.TXT  MYSTIC.TXT SECRTSRV.TXT   SWRT0418.TXT   
SWRT0492.TXT   TEXAS.TXT   UKFREQS.TXT  HOKA-LOG.TXT   UTIL123.TXT   LADBF.TXT   SHIP123.TXT   
TRADESHW.TXT   HF-LOG.TXT  FAXFREQ3.TXT   XBANK01.FRQ   SWMIL125.FRQ   DOUGSFRG.FRQ  
 AORTEST2.FRQ   
   198 file(s)    3,434,642  bytes    

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

DISK FULL OF FREQUENCIES           $15.00  + S & H 



 CAT WHISKERS 
 
Tired of having your handheld scanner always falling over just to keep the antenna 
vertical?  These unique telescopic antennas have an exclusive swivel base that 
permits the antenna to be mounted on the BNC connector of ANY scanner or radio, in 
ANY position, and still keep the antenna vertical. 
 

 
 
 

* Swivels TO any ANGLE 
 

* Easily adjusts to any length AND freqeuncy 
 

* Fits ANY scanner with a BNC antenna connector 
 

* Fits on BACK or TOP mount scanner antenna inputs 
 

*What antenna will let you lay your handheld on a car seat  
and still receive? 

 
CAT WHISKER #1 (5 to 23 inches)...........................................$19.95 
 
CAT WHISKER #2 (6 to 36 inches)...........................................$24.95 

Shipping and Handling    $2.50



TECHNICAL SUPPORT 
 
If you have questions regarding one of our products, help is available between the hours of 9AM To 1 pm Monday thru Friday.  You 
will talk to a LIVE person, not some “call it back later” type BBS or answering machine. OR you may fax your questions to our 24 
hour fax line.  We believe in supporting our customers after the sale. We realize you may experience problems when first using a new 
piece of equipment or software.  We have found most problems are related to accessing the COMM ports, or memory configurations of 
your computer.  So make sure your cables are factory made and have all wires connected internally. Also our software only supports 
factory uthorized equipment  or accessories manufactured by Computer Aided Technologies. We cannot guarantee proper operation  
with third party interfaces or equipment. 

 

 

 

 
 
   

LIVE TECHNICAL SUPPORT 
  9AM TO 1PM  (CENTRAL)  318-687-2555 

  FAX LINE   318-686-0449    (24 HRS)     
E-Mail  scancat@scancat.com 

 



MULTI-COUPLERS 
by  

STRIDSBERG   ENGINEERING 
 

The basic idea of the antenna multicoupler is to enable several monitoring 
receivers, or scanners to be connected to a single antenna system.  The 
advantages of the multicoupler for these applications requiring several monitoring 
receivers is in the port-to-port isolation of the coupler. This will ensure that there is 
no interaction between receivers local oscillators (or birdies), and that the front-
end of each receiver is properly loaded at 50 ohms. The obvious benefit in using 
the coupler is that only one major antenna system have to be maintained, and if a 
pre-amplifier is used, only one is needed to feed up to four receivers. 

 
Models MC102, 104, 202 and 204 are passive couplers, and therefore need no 
external power to operate. However, because of the passive design each coupler 
will exhibit some signal loss from input to output ports. A 2-port device has slightly 
more than 3 DB signal loss, and a 4-port slightly more than 6 DB loss. On a 
receiver with a calibrated S-meter this will result in a reduction of meter reading of 
1/2 S-unit for a 2 port coupler and about one S-unit for a 4-port coupler. 
 
 
General Specifications 
Nominal Impedance: 50 Ohms 
Port-to-Port Isolation (min):22 DB 
Phase (Input/output) Zero degree 
Case: Die Cast Aluminum, Light gray Baked Enamel, Sealed Case 
Connectors: BNC (Standard) 
Mechanical: 4-3/8 X 2-3/8 X 1-1/4 (L W H) 
              non amplified      amplified (A) 
MC(A)102  2 port  40KHZ to 60 MHZ  $  79.95 $  94.95 
MC(A)104 4 port   40KHZ to 40 MHZ  $109.95 $159.95 
MC(A)202 2 port  10MHZ to 1 GHZ   $  79.95 $  94.95 
MC(A)204 4 port  10MHZ to 1 GHZ   $109.95 $159.95



MAGIC FOR WINDOWS 
 

Magic! 
 
What is MAGIC ? - M A G I C is a software utility that will read virtually any ASCII Text file, even if it 
does not have consistent column alignment. (Look at our actual examples above). It will ''parse'' to 
the best of it's ability for single or multiple frequencies in a line of text, separate the frequencies from 
the text, and create individual fields including a mode, increment, and the text and then create a 
record ''on the fly''. It will create one record per frequency, If there is more than one frequency on a 
line it will create an individual record for each one, and include the text on that line in two text fields 
consisting of a 15 character description and 70 character comment.  
 

Magic! 
 

 
In addition to writing "Plain Text", “ M A G I C MAGIC will read AND write directly the following 
database formats:  Scancat "*.FRQ", Scancat "*.SCN", DBASE "*.DBF", Comma Delimited (SDF) 
CE-232 files for Bill Cheeks scanner boards, WinRadio "WRM" memory files. 
MAGIC will also read   ScanStar "SWG" files, ScannerWear "SWD" files,  Plus HTML documents. 
 
While you are on line, just grab a file off a web page, save it to a diskfile, pop it into Magic and in 
nothing flat, you’ll have a neatly organized file that you can load into your favorite scanner or scanner 
software. Take all those ‘text files’ you’re saving on the Hard Drive, load them into Magic and faster 
than you reach for a sip of coffee.....its done.  
 
The beauty of it is... it’s so simple. No aligning columns no “pre” editing, no real ‘’thinking’’, just load 
and convert. It works like MAGIC! But if you want it, there are plenty of “programmable features” to 
spare!  Magic doesn’t require a lot of overhead. Any PC compatible computer running Windows 3.1 
or greater, with at least 4 meg of RAM (8 recommended) and a hard drive with 4 Meg free space. 
 
Magic is so simple and ‘accurate’ that 99% of the time you’ll never need all of our ''programmable 
options'', but the power is there if you need it!  
 
 

Magic! 
 
 

$34.95 + S & H 



Scancat-Gold for Windows “SE 
(Surveillance Enhanced) 

 
Now! Record all the action with Scancat-Gold SE and any "PC compatible"  Sound Card ! We 
make it so simple, you'll be amazed!. Our unique database logging method lets you capture not 
only the activity as it happens, but log time on-air, timestamp and the frequency associated with 
your "sound byte". Log each and every audio transmission, or selectively log only the frequencies 
of your      choice. Click on any transmission, and instantly hear all the action. As it happened.  It's 
so easy. Quickly pinpoint the frequency and exact time, then just 'point and shoot' to replay any 
one of hundreds of individual audio captures.  

 
If it's Detail you Want.........It's Detail you can Get !  
Scancat's exclusive "Demographic Logging" permits you to log detailed scanning sessions, saving 
signal strength,  air time, CTCSS tones (when radio supported). You can scan virtually any number 
of mixed ranges, all within the same session. Even append daily sessions to one giant file.  
With Scancat-Gold for Windows "SE" load virtually any database and press the 'magic button'.  
Scancat-Gold "SE" will examine your database Plot each and every frequency, no matter what the 
range.... and "paint" the entire analysis on your screen. Your entire database is displayed from 
lowest to highest frequency ! Moving the mouse shows instantly any point by frequency! Click your 
mouse anyplace, and instantly tune your radio. Why...we even let you SCAN while in the "graph".  
                                            
Zoom in on a selected portion of the screen using our easy point and click functions. Then 
examine the zoomed range for hidden frequencies and details!  You have a choice of over six 
different 'analysis modes':  Some of which are: 
         By Signal Strength per frequency in a "histograph"  
         By Signal Strength plotted in individual dots (above)  
         By Number of hits per frequency in a "histograph"  
If that isn't enough - Try this ..... Full, Multicolored, "Spatial" graphical analysis  "SE" Plots 
frequencies in a "Spatial Waterfall" of varying colors. From weakest signals (Blue) to Strongest 
signals  (RED ) and varying colors between. Instantly pick out the hot spot activity!  
                                                                                         
PLUS, with Scancat-Gold "SE", you have Master/Slave capability  for any Icom, or Opto Boarded 
Pro2XXX series Radio Shack! Run as many as 6 different CI-V addressable radios. Monitor up to 
six different frequencies at one time !  

 
Get these EXTRA "SE" features and MORE by ordering  

Scancat-Gold for Windows "SE" 
$159.95 + S&H 

If you already have Scancat-Gold (DOS or WINDOWS)  
Upgrades are available from $59.95 !  

 
If you don't have SE....... what are you waiting for ?????



CAT-Serial Adapters / Interfaces 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Several newer radios require an interface or adapter to connect between the serial port of the 
computer and the radio. These interfaces are simple in design, and for the most part they do 
not contain ‘powered’ electronic components. While not “state of the art”, finding the parts and 
putting “it”  together yourself is many times a daunting task, not to mention time consuming. 
Many use “non standard” connectors, that have taken us weeks to research and procure. These 
adapters are already built for you, We test every hardware item we sell before it is packaged. 
This means you are assured of a working system “out of the box”.  Simply plug and play. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
CAT-64    Interface for PRO64 and PRO2041 Radio Shack    $29.95 
CAT-895  Interface for BC895 Uniden       $29.95 
 



Order form 
 

NAME            __________________________________________________________ 
 
ADDRESS-        __________________________________________________________ 
 
CITY            _____________________________________ST________ZIP________ 
 
TELEPHONE       ( _______ )   ______________________________________ 
 
INTERNET ADDRESS ___________________________________________________ 
 
SCANCAT-GOLD (FOR WINDOWS ) "SE" Survellance Enhanced   $ 159.95  ________ 
SCANCAT-GOLD (FOR WINDOWS ) Scanning software           $  99.95  ________ 
SCANCAT-GOLD (FOR DOS)   Scanning software              $  94.95  ________ 
 
  UPGRADES SCANCAT 
 
SCANCAT GOLD WINDOWS-SE UPGRADE MORE THAN 12 MO. OLD)   $  59.95  ________ 
SCANCAT GOLD WINDOWS-SE UPGRADE LESS THAN 12 MO. OLD)   $  39.95  ________ 
SCANCAT-GOLD  (UPGRADE TO SCANCAT-GOLD DOS)             $  29.95  ________ 
SCANCAT-GOLD  (UPGRADE TO SCANCAT GOLD WINDOWS)         $  29.95  ________ 
 
MAGIC for WINDOWS - Text Conversion   NOW version 1.3   $  34.95  ________ 
COPYCAT - PRO  - Radio AND Terminal Software            $  79.95  ________ 
COPYCAT - PRO  - (UPGRADE TO COPYCAT-PRO)               $  24.95  ________ 
CAT-SCOPE - SDU-5000/5500 COMPUTER CONTROL              $  99.95  ________ 
HOKA CODE-3  GOLD  BASIC PCKG / 9 DIGITAL RECEIVE MODES $ 425.00  ________ 
HOKA  CODE-3 GOLD  (INCLUDES ALL DIGITAL RECEIVE MODES) $ 595.00  ________ 
HOKA CODE-3 GOLD-PRO (PROFESSION ANLY.PKG and ALL MODES)$ 795.00  ________ 
HOKA  CODE-30 (Internal 1/2 card with  DSP technology   $2795.00  _______ 
 
   UPGRADES FROM CODE3-GOLD (STANDARD) TO: 
 
CODE-3-GOLD PROFESSIONAL (UPGRD MORE THAN 12 MO. OLD)   $ 299.95  ________ 
CODE-3-GOLD PROFESSIONAL (UPGRD LESS THAN 12 MO. OLD)   $ 199.95  ________ 
 
   UPGRADES FROM CODE3 (PRE 1997 UNIT) TO: 
 
CODE-3-GOLD PROF (WITH TRADE IN OF OLD UNIT)            $ 299.95  ________ 
CODE-3-GOLD PROF (WITH OUT TRADE IN OF OLD UNIT)        $ 499.95  ________ 
             (CALL FOR MORE DETAILS) 
 
CAT-WHISKER-1  (5 - 23 Inch Swivel Scanner Antenna      $  19.95  ________ 
CAT-WHISKER-2  (6 - 36 Inch Swivel Scanner Antenna      $  24.95  ________ 
YAESU SQUELCH DETECT CABLE                              $  24.95  ________ 
ICOM SQUELCH DETECT CABLE                               $  24.95  ________ 
CAT-535 - NRD 535 SERIAL ADAPTOR                        $  24.95  ________ 
CAT-7000 - M-70000 SERIAL ADAPTOR                       $  24.95  ________ 
CAT-8000 - M-8000 SERIAL ADAPTOR.                       $  24.95  ________ 
MR SCANNER 2-DISK SET -  FCC FREQUENCY CD-ROM           $  29.95  ________ 
SERIAL "PRINTER" SWITCH BOX 5 POSITION                  $  24.95  ________ 
DISK FULL OF FREQUENCIES (3.5 MEG of all Spectrum freq  $  15.00  ________ 
CAT-232 UNI-VERSATILE Serial Interface /  converters    $  99.95  ________ 
CAT-64  Serial Interface For PRO64/2041 RS Scanner's    $  29.95  ________ 
CAT-895 Serial Interface For UNIDEN BC895               $  29.95  ________ 
 
SCANNING USA MAGAZINE SUBSCRIPTION                      $  24.97  ________ 
 
  MULTICOUPLERS BY STRIDESBERG 
 
MC  102  2 port 40KHZ to 60 MHZ  $ 79.95  _________ 
MC(A)102  2 port 40KHZ to 60 MHZ  $139.95  _________ 
 
MC  104  4 port 40KHZ to 40 MHZ  $109.95  _________ 
MC(A)104 4 port 40KHZ to 40 MHZ   $159.95  _________ 
 
MC  202  2 port 10MHZ to 1 GHZ  $ 79.95  _________ 
MC(A)202 2 port 10MHZ to 1 GHZ  $139.95  _________ 
 
MC  204  4 port 10MHZ to 1 GHZ  $109.95  _________ 
MC(A)204 4 port 10MHZ to 1 GHZ   $159.95  _________ 
 



A8010  800 MHZ PREAMP    $ 89.95  _________ 
 
                    SCANCAT SPECIALS - (PACKAGE PRICES) 
 
Scancat-Gold for Windows & CAT-64 with Disk full of Freqs   $119.95  ________ ** 
Scancat-Gold for Windows & CAT-895 with Disk full of Freqs  $119.95  ________ ** 
Scancat-Gold for Windows & CAT-895 AND MR.Scanner CD        $134.95  ________ ** 
Scancat-Gold for Windows & Magic with Disk full of Freqs    $124.95  ________ ** 
Scancat-Gold for Windows & CAT-232C with Disk full of Freqs $189.95  ________ ** 
                 ** (for SCGW- "SE"  add $54.95)            $ 54.95  ________ 
 
                  OLD TIME RADIO PROGRAM CD'S 
               (offer expires October 15th, 2000) 
 
NEW -  ''100 Top OTR Programs of All Time''                 $ 19.95  ________  
BUY ANY TWO OldTime Radio Program CD's at $29.95 each 
                       Get ONE FREE  (3 for price of 2)     $ 59.90  ________  
 
 
                           NEW - NEW   
                We now have these "Sets" available! 
                           NEW - NEW    
 
              Fibber McKee 7 CD set                         $59.95  _________ 
              Gunsmoke 6 CD set                             $54.95  _________ 
              Jack Bennty 5 CD set                          $49.95  _________ 
              Amos 'n Andy 4 CD set                         $44.95  _________ 
              Gildersleeve 3 CD set                         $39.95  _________ 
              The Shadow 3 CD set                           $39.95  _________ 
              Escape    3 CD set                            $39.95  _________ 
              Dragnet   2 CD set                            $34.95  _________ 
              Fred Allen 1 CD set                           $24.95  _________ 
              Sam Spade 1 CD set                            $24.95  _________ 
              Johnny Dollar 1 Cd                            $24.95  _________ 
 
Purchase any TWO of the above "Sets" and get an additional 10% off total price 
Purchase any THREE sets get additional 15% off total price 
 
 
 
SHIPPING USA                                                    $   5.00  ________ 
SHIPPING FOREIGN   (AIR MAIL)                                   $   7.50  ________ 
SHIPPING FOREIGN   (GLOBAL PRIORITY AIR MAIL)                   $  10.00  ________ 
SHIPPING  2ND DAY  (USPS PRIORITY or UPS 2 DAY ).. USA ONLY     $  10.00  ________ 
SHIPPING NEXT DAY (USPS EMS or UPS NEXT DAY )....USA ONLY.      $  19.95  ________ 
SHIPPING NEXT DAY (USPS EMS 3-4 DAY FOREIGN )                   $  29.95  ________ 
 
FOR CODE-3/30's  PLEASE Add.Extra Shipping Charge of .....      $  10.00  ________ 
TOTAL ORDER                                                         _______________ 
 
CREDIT CARD ________    _________   ________    _________   expiry  ______ / _______ 
 

 
We accept Government "Impact/Visa/M.card" 

(COD's and Checks only in USA) 
 
 

PRINT OUT THIS FORM 
 

MAIL / PHONE/FAX 
COMPUTER AIDED TECHNOLOGIES 

 
P.O. BOX 18285 - SHREVEPORT, LA 71138 

 
ORDER TOLL FREE  1-(888) SCANCAT (888) 722-6228 

 
OR CALL   318-687-4444 

 



FAX 318-686-0449 


	A fully operational DEMO is available for $5.00 PPD. The cost of the demo will be applied to your purchase of either
	SCANCAT or SCANCAT- GOLD.
	COPYCAT-PRO  - TERMINAL CONTROL PROGRAM
	M-7000 M-8000 PK-232  MFJ-1278

	FINALLY !  A computer control program for the M-7000 and M-8000 data decoder.  Universal’s M-7000 & M-8000 are notorious for their unfriendly “button pads”. Let COPYCAT free you forever from remembering all those buttons and keys!  COPYCAT does it all fo
	P L U S
	NEW! - Now even better than before. We have improved an already successful program and added many new features. With COPYCAT PRO, you can  control your RADIO as well as your TNC. All within this ONE program.  Plus easier “PLAIN ENGLISH” Macro control. FA
	COPYCAT    $59.95                                     COPYCAT-PRO $79.95
	+ $5.00 S & H
	COPYCAT-DEMO          (Applies toward your purchase)    $ 5.00     PPD)
	SCANCAT-GOLD for WINDOWS

	HOKA  CODE-3
	HOKA CODE-3 GOLD
	CODE-3  ALL ADDITIONAL OPTIONS  $ 199.95
	CODE-3GOLD  ALL ADDITIONAL OPTIONS  $ 199.95
	DEMO  (SLIDE SHOW) DISK  of over 90 GIF Files   $5.00    (PPD)
	FREE literature on request or check out our WEB-SITE for full details
	SQUELCH DETECT CABLES
	YAESU SQUELCH DETECT CABLE          $24.95   + S & H
	SPECIAL SERIAL PORT CABLE ADAPTORS
	CAT-535                   Serial Adaptor for NRD-535       $24.95�DISK FULL OF FREQUENCIES
	Shipping and Handling    $2.50�TECHNICAL SUPPORT
	LIVE TECHNICAL SUPPORT

